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ergodicity

ergodicity The property of having the Cohen, J.E. 1979: Ergodic theorems in depresent state of a population independent mography. Bulletin of the American Mathemaof its make-up in the remote past, and tical Society NS 1, pp. 275-95.
determined only by the birth and death
rates recently experienced. It is a crucial
element in the construction of mathematical models of demographic change.
Not all populations display ergodicity.
Those that do are ergodic because births
occur simultaneously to parents from different earlier cohorts, gradually smoothing the time series of births.
When the current state of a population
is specified by a census solely according to
age, it is determineJ. by the age-specific
races of birth, death and possibly migration. When the present state of the population is specified by age, sex and characteristics such as geographical location or
educational status, it is determined bv
birth, death and migration races specific t~
age, sex and the ocher characteristics.
Ergodicity can be proved to be a propertY onlv of mathematical models of
populations, and is imputed co a real
population on the hypothesis chat the real
population is well described by some
mathematical model chat has been shown
to be ergodic. Strong ergodic theorems
assume that che vital rates of a population
model are fixed over all time. The cheorv
and applications of STABLE POPULATIO~S
are based on strong ergodic theorems.
Weak ergodic theorems assume chat populations experience a given deterministic
sequence of possibly time-varying vi cal
Stochastic ergodic theorems assume chat
the sequence of vital rates experienced by
a population is not deterministic but is
modelled by a stochastic process. A
stochastic ergodic theorem asserts that in
the long run the probability distribution
of the population model will depend on
the stochastic process that has been governing the vital races and not on the initial
JEC
state of the population model.
Reading
Arthur, W.B. 1981: Why a population converges to stability. American mathematical
monthly 88, pp. 557-63.

· Markov chain models
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data on marital status often include visiting and common-law: unions _as well as the
RP, cw
conventional categones.
Markov chain models Stochastic or
probabilistic models of the evolution of a
process (here a demo~r~phic_ process).
Markovian models are distmguished from
other stochastic models by the special
characteristic that, given the present state
of the process, the probability distribution
of future states is assumed to be the S~'T'.e
reg::.rdless of the previous history of the
process. The Markovian properr;.: is su~
marised by saying that the future I~ conditionally independent of the past, given the
present.
.
.
·
A Markovian model Is often sard to be a
Markov chain model when the number of
states used to describe the process is finite
or countablv infinite and time is treated as
progressing' in discrete steps. In these cases
the Markov chain can be completely described by the probabiiities that the ~ystem
is in each state when the process IS first
observed (these probabilities constitute
the initial probability distribution) and by
the TRANSITION MATRIX.
A concrete example of a Markov chain
model in demography is a model for the
reproductive history of a woman. In a
simple version the states of the woman
could be: susceptible to conception, pregnant, post-partum iact~rir:g _but nonsusceptibic:, and amenorrn:Ic atter a ~'lls
carria"'e or abortion. The ume step might
be th: duration of one normal menstrual
cvcle. The transition probability matrix
~auld specify, say, the probability that a
woman susceptible to conception at one
menstrual cvcle would remain susceptible
at the time ~f the next: the complement of
chat probabilitv would be the probability
that she wouid become pregnant. The
equilibrium fraction of time t~at a wom~n
would spend (during her femle years) m
each state and the mean inter-birrh interval could be examined as a function of the
conditional probability of remaining
susceptible from one cycle to the next,
which in tum would be affected by con-
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marriage
traceptive practice. The Markovian assumption in this model implies that the
woman's probability of conception during
her. next cycle, given that she is susceptible
to conception now; is independent of her
.entire past: in particular, independent of
how long she has been susceptible and
how often she has been pregnant previously. Thus the Markovian assumption
may limit the empirical relevance of the
model.
Even in Markovian models that are
more: sophisticated than this simpie example it is important to use longitudinal data
on the historv of the process being modelled to check ~he Markovian assumption as
directly as possible.
· Markov chain models fall between the
extreme of dependence, or complete
memory, in which the probability distribution of a future state depends on the
entire present and past history of the process, and the extreme of independence, or
no memorv, in which the probability distribution of a future state is entirely independent of present and past states.
. _ Markov. ..chain models have been extensively-devel.oped "for reproduc_tion, multire.,.ional migration, intergenerational and
in~raorganisational mobility, population
genetics, morbidity and health.
JEC
Reading
Bartholomew,D.J. 1982: Stochastic mode~ for
social prOcesses: Thii'o editiciil'; New York a~~
Chrchester: Wiley. - - ::- :~:-· · - · ·
Colemari, -J.:s. :f96-t: Intra·au·azon :-to :mathetnaticarsociology. New York: Free Press-of
Glencoe.
Feichtinger, G. 1971: Stochastic Madelle
demographischer Prozesse. Berlin: SpringerY.erlag .. -- _ · Pollard, J.H. 1973: Mathematical models for
the growth ofhuman populations._ Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
Sheps, M.C. and Menken, J.~. 1973: Ma~he•
matical models of conceptzon and bmh.
Chic<1;~0: Unjversity of Chicago Press.------
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transmon matrix A tabular summarv
of the absolute or relative frequencies with
which individuals move among states
within a certain time period. ('Individual'
may refer to a family or ocher unit.) For
example, in studies of intergenerational
mobilitv a transition matrix mav tabulate
the soci'al class of a son as a function of the
so~ial class of rhe father. In this example,
'state' refers to a social class.
Assuming that individuals can occupy
only one state at any given instant, one
row of a transition matrix and one column
of the matrix is assigned to each state. In
the intersection of the row for state i and
rhe column for stare j is recorded rhe
number of individuals who were in state i
at an initial time and in state j at a final
rime.
Such a transition matrix of absoh.ite fre~
quencies may be converted to a transition
matrix of relative frequencies by dividing
each number in row i bv the sum of the
numbers in row i . The 'fraction in row i
and column j then describes the propor~
tion of individuals initiallv in state i who
were finally in state j.
'
Transition matrices of absolute and
relative frequencies are descriptive statis·
tics. Theoretical transition matrices rhat
specify probabilities in place of relative
frequencies are frequently derived from
.MARKOV CHAIN MODELS.
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